
Abstract 
On December 22, 1926, an opening ceremony of the so-called Gypsy school was held in Uzhhorod, the 

capital of the Czechoslovak administration in Carpathian Ruthenia. Czech officials who gave talks 

pointed out pedagogical significance of the established institution which they described as unique and 

exceptional “experiment”. The creation of a special school for children of those inhabitants who were 

labelled as “Gypsies” on the territory which was annexed by Czechoslovakia only later after the First 

World War and which in the contemporary imagination represented specific, “backward” region of the 

newly established state, served to consolidate the legitimacy of the First Republic as a democratic, 

progressive, modern, liberal state which belonged to the developed and civilized West. 

 More than a half year later, on July 14, 1927, representatives in the Czechoslovak Parliament 

in Prague passed the Act No. 117/1927 on Wandering Gypsies. The development of this law was 

related to an immense interest of the contemporary media in “Gypsies” which was encouraged by the 

arrest of approximately twenty “Gypsies” from a village located in East Slovakia. They were charged of 

numerous robberies and murders. In contrast to the situation shortly after the First World War when 

the central Czechoslovak authorities didn´t accommodated various demands of the local authorities to 

“solve” the alleged “Gypsy question” and also in contrast to the situation in majority of European 

states, the Czechoslovak centre and right-wing government readied a special bill with the aim to bring 

“Gypsies” under intensified and permanent police surveillance and control. 

 Subject of this thesis constitutes discussions on the “Gypsy question”, the creation and 

implementation of anti-Gypsy measures and also practices which meant to serve assimilation of the 

“Gypsies” into the Czechoslovak or Czech society during the First and Second Republic and the early 

phase of the Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia. The goal is to reconstruct the ways in which individual 

state authorities – on the central as well as on the local level – used not only the law from 1927 but 

the whole complex of measures which worked against “Gypsies”. The attention is paid to the role 

which in the process of labelling certain inhabitants as “Gypsies” or “Wandering Gypsies” played the 

category of race and the symbolic geographies of the West and the East within the interwar 

Czechoslovakia. In addition to that I also trace key categories and discourses which played an important 

role in the implementation of anti-Gypsy measures as well as in the assimilation practices towards 

“Gypsies”, such as criminality, bodily differences, youth care etc. 

 The analysis of manifold sources transcends the traditional milestones of political history. It 
deals with changes in the criminalization of “Gypsies”, and their assimilation, in long-term time span 
and asks broader questions about historical continuities and discontinuities or about the nature of 
different political regimes. 
 


